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Newsletter – July 2020 
 
Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

 
As usual my newsletter gets itself written because I saw something on someone’s 
profile, or someone said or wrote something to me. 

 
Below is what someone wrote to me recently. 

 
Am I doing something wrong? How do I engage interest in me? I feel I 
am progressing at a steady pace and bettering my life (solid career 
path/future opportunities, independent, spiritual). 
 
Aside from me living at home to save money, I am at a point in my 
current job that I could move and find another, if relocation was a 
pressing issue.  
 
I am frustrated with the lack of interest and communication from the 
other parties I am reaching to. I do not understand it and it looks to 
be global trend. 

 

This person is right, I see too many anonymous messages and even request for 
a full profile not being dignified with a response. 
 

So here is the newsletter. 
 

OMS is here to stay. 
 
Why? 

 
Because it serves an important purpose. You may think that it is because it helps 
Matching Supporter find a spouse for you. NO, that is not the purpose of the 

Online Matching System. 
 

Then what is it? 
 
To help each individual take responsibility for their own choices. Through OMS, 
you the candidate, can search for your Heavenly Spouse. 
 
Many years ago, during our extreme pioneering times, the young people of that 
time chose to follow an unknown Man because what he was saying made a lot 
more sense than what the rest of the world was teaching them. They took on 

responsibilities way beyond their abilities and trusted God and True Parents to 
be there for them wherever they were, and whatever circumstance they were in. 

Faith was their sword and shield all in one. 
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He called; they came. He chose their spouse and they said yes. It was that simple. 
It was easy … One would have to be naïve to think that it was. After all they were 

going against the grain of their world; they were doing something that was truly 
irritating to many. They were forcing the world to change, one guest at a time, 

one Blessing at a time. 
 
Today the world has changed. Because of this Man and his most beautiful and 

hard working Wife… The world has changed. But, if you are in a pioneering mode, 
do not worry there is till much pioneering to be done. 
 

One venue that is still in a pioneering mode is finding one’s Heavenly Spouse. 
OMS is there to teach, to guide, to help, and to nurture the young and not so 

young people of today to find their eternal Spouse.  
 

How can an online application do all that? 

 
The faith of today must have the same intensity as the one of your elders from 

the pioneering time. But that faith now has a new element, YOU. You need to 
trust YOU. If you cannot, then no matter how much cheering and supporting 
Heaven is giving you, it is not going to reach you. 

 
If the new element of faith is the word: YOU what does that really mean in relation 
to finding a spouse? When you are told to trust yourself, what does that mean? 

It means that you need to have: 
 

• The courage to go beyond the external 

• The diligence to respond to every request in a timely fashion 

• The humility to read a profile from the writer’s point of view 

• And the heart to give your time and energy to this quest 

The design of OMS from the beginning was to allow the candidate to search for 
his or her eternal spouse in a safe and principled manner. Why? Because I 

imagine that sometime in the future the candidates will be so numerous that it 
would not be possible for Matching Supporters alone to be the sole person to 
search for someone’s spouse. 

 
Creating a tool that would do the job and still receive the approval of our 

Movement elders was extremely important to me, and it is still so today. It cannot 
be Godly any other way. 
 

OMS is not the only tool to help in the search of your spouse, but whichever tool 
you choose, your own faith will still have to carry the following elements: 

 
Courage, Diligence, Humility, and Heart. 
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Yes, searching for a spouse today is a pioneering venture. So, be a pioneer and 
just like our early missionary, do it with great passion, many tearful prayers, 

and a lot of hard work. 
 

With much love and my own passion I am sending you this message. 
 
Anne-Marie Mylar 

Creator, Owner, and Administrator of OMS 
https://www.cheon-il-guk.org/ 
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